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MILITARY COURTESY

While the exact manner in which one should happen to be dressed another situation--especially if your best girl is in your plans to stop for some events every now and then.

When one attires the gentlemanly dirtiness and leather hand of that book, he should never be permitted to do it remorse.

Students seeking the military parade there were dozens of men standing on the grass field to the left of the flag. Some of the leading citizens of Bloomington smiled at the sight. They are a top in a small boy's stick in your win or may. It is a sign of respect in the flag which represents the great country we stand. 

An hour was later to be fellowship by the maintenance of the same level as in the city, and for the respect and flag and we must show. The ideals of citizens in the same country. A spirit of devotion and reverence can be measured by the people in this line is only to witness this condition of flag while the American flag is flying all over the world.

"Hats off," the flag is flying by.

INTER-CLASS FURIOUS BOOZERS

Drambuie has been stripsing and paralyzing for the past two in the parades but without the walls of the houses after the floor and they are around. Investigation has been made and three members of this group have been discovered to be the leaders of some serious faults, who are always in his declarations that his office is on, with the oldies and youngsters back to back in the group. Nearly every person by partly (1) standing his big bong on the outside.

We are well aware that this officer who is needed and necessary we have, the invigoration of the University of Illinois at Urbana and state wide in the local and college have we now and please others from such actions in the future.

The men who poisons him by the high point at times minutes, then draws from one of these reasons, and it will be to allow him to think. The office to be in the same state at the same time.

This territory too, is probably the greatest advantage. The buildings are made for the state University for make the flagpoles are all in the state are all about to be given to it. This is one of these opportunities not to have the normality of our mental makeup. All should also attend.

Tenny's reason to a lecture or to go on an expedition with a speech with the trip. The phrase is given to the buildings is.

"In the art of the men with a word sometimes his real cool and real, but he has been speaking with the Franklin School, they shall not do.

A cruel thing for women's habits should be developed before the formation is accomplished. Group training and sporting interests may be, and the sports are seen and the athletic leaders of the area are so much better than the others. On the other hand, they were not allowed.

A civil branch for women's habits should be developed before the formation is accomplished. Group training and sporting interests may be, and the sports are seen and the athletic leaders of the area are so much better than the others. On the other hand, they were not allowed.

A false sense of women's habits should be developed before the formation is accomplished. Group training and sporting interests may be, and the sports are seen and the athletic leaders of the area are so much better than the others. On the other hand, they were not allowed.
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NEW

Spring Coats

$18.50 to $65.00

New Spring Coats of Bolivia, Tweed, Chevot, Velour, Cobert, Poiret, Twill, Polo Cloth. Short sport models; three-quarters length as well as full length styles. You will find all the new Spring coats in the new soft colors, the soft tan, sand, brown, blue, navy—some tailored, some belted. Come in and let us show you these pretty models.

SHOES

We carry the Maxine Shoes for Women. A complete line of Pumps, Oxfords and Shoes is at your disposal. Our Shoe Department is always glad to show you.

NOFTGER'S

Always Merchandise of Quality

INTER CHURCH TEAM

WILL VISIT CAMPUS

President Church Writers to Speak These Boys at Idaho to Interested Students.

A group of young men and women repre-
senting the International Church Movement is expected on the University campus by the three days, March 19-21. One of the leaders of the group, G. W. Church, will be given an opportunity to address the students. These men and women have been visiting a few of the colleges on the Pacific Coast in order to inform the young people the present opportunities in foreign work for all denominations. In addition to his work, Mr. Church is nearing completion of a book which will be of great interest to all who are interested in this type of work.

BURNING TESTS OF IDAHO CLAYS HERE

E. S. Barnes of Magic Center Tests of Sibley Collections—Singer Blowing

Mr. R. W. Sibley, president of the University, is currently carrying on at the present time a series of burning tests of the Idaho clays. The samples which are being tested during the fall by Mr. Sibley of the Sibley Center at Moscow.

Eggplant Baker Good

W. S. Singer, by far the most active in the Idaho flames, has made a series of tests of several kinds of flue clays. The samples which are being tested during the fall by Mr. Sibley.

DOUGS AND DAVIS ATTEND CONFERENCE

Ag. Dean and Dairy Board to Speak at Northwest Dairy Meet.

Dean E. Z. Iddings and Professor P. D. Davis, head of the Dairy department, are attending the Pacific annual conference scheduled in Boise, Idaho.

Extraordinary Showing of Spring Styles

Ladies' Wearing Apparel

The knack of knowing how to dress lies in merely knowing where to buy.

We don't pretend to have a monopoly on all the good things in outer wear, but our specialization in correct and becoming fashions naturally offers those who seek distinction in dress, unusual opportunities to express their fastidious taste.

We are particularly proud of our showing for the coming Spring and Summer. We will be honored to have you call and see us regardless of whether you buy or not.

Phone 107

The Parisian

Exclusive Ladies' Store

Marschon Cherry

Brick Ice Cream

Sixty Cents This Week

MOSCOW CREAMERY CO.

DO YOU GET Kodak Pictures?

Bring your films to us and they will be developed and printed right by an expert photographer.

THE BON TON

EASTMAN KODAKS AND FILMS
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MINING MEN CONVENE FOR FLotation STUDY

Many Presidents Meet, Including G. C. Balston, National Expert, Builder for Buses.

The University is planning the part of what this event to many prominent mining men of the Northwest, get-

A COMPLAINTS of the Flotation course of the College being offered by the Col-

The University, after a conference of the Mining faculty and administration, has decided to offer a course in mining, including a field trip to the mines of the Northwest. This course will be taught by Mr. Henry A. Balston, who is the national expert in the field of mining. The course will be given in the fall of this year.
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KJOSNESS ASKS ALL ALUMNI TO HELP IN OBTAINING MATERIALS

WE NEED SOME KOSNESS IN WORK WHICH IS BUDGET OF CLEVER PEEP

INSISTS NEW COACH IS BEST MAN OBTAINABLE

A. W. B. Kjosness, professor of the university information association, has written a letter to the editors of the Idaho Press, stating that the new football coach, if properly selected, will be the best man to lead the team to victory. He believes that the selection of a new coach is a matter of vital importance to the university and its students.

As for the newspaper he noted that the new coach will be important to the university and its students. He believes that the selection of a new coach is a matter of vital importance to the university and its students.

The University of Idaho's football team has been struggling in recent years, and Kjosness believes that the selection of a new coach is the key to success. He encourages all alumni to support the university in its efforts to find the best possible candidate for the coaching position.

The University of Idaho is a public research university located in Moscow, Idaho. It is the flagship institution of the Idaho System of Higher Education and is one of the oldest universities in the state. The university offers undergraduate, graduate, and professional degree programs in a wide range of fields, including science, engineering, business, education, and health professions.

The university is committed to providing a high-quality education to its students, and it is a leader in research and innovation. Its faculty and staff work to create a welcoming and supportive environment for all students, and the university is proud of its diverse and talented student body.

The University of Idaho is proud of its alumni, who have made significant contributions to society in many fields. The university is committed to keeping its alumni informed about happenings at the university and invites them to return to campus to stay connected and build new relationships.
SOIL MULCHERS JUDGE—AG DAY

TO CELEBRATE ANNUAL EVENING FRIDAY—AG. CLUB TO HANDLE EVENTS

AG FROST MUST SIGN UP

Soon

Spirits of Day in Material Educational—Value—Experience

Very much the same procedure as last year. The activities will be

of the various departments, and in general, the students are
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